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Abstract 

The static and dynamic response of a cylindri
cal/spherical containment to a Boeing 720 im
pact is computed using 3 different linear ela
stic computer codes: FINEL, SAP and STARDYNE. 
Stress and displacement fields are shown to
gether with time histories for a point in the 
impact zone. The main conclusions from this 
study are: 

- In this case the maximum dynamic load 
factors for stress and displacements 
were close to 1, but a static analysis 
alone is not fully sufficient. 

- More realistic load time histories should 
be considered. 

- The main effects seem to be local. The 
present study does not indicate general 
collapse from elastic stresses alone. 

- Further study of material properties at 
high strain rates is needed. 
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Introduction 

During the years the problem of aircraft impact on nuclear 
reactor containments has been the subject of considerable 
interest for a number of reasons, most of which have been 
discussed by Sutterlin [1]. The problem involves considera
tion of several aspects such as containment type, material 
model, impact characteristics and structural analysis method. 

The aim of the present study is to compare the results of 
static and dynamic analysis of an idealized containment struc
ture by comparing the results of 3 linear finite element 
codes, which at present are available to the Danish Atomic 
Energy Commission. 

I!?S_£22£5iD5SD£_§£E!?££!iES• figs. 1 and 2 show a cylinder with 
a~spherical~capT~Thé~mean diameter of the cylinder is 36.5 m, 
the radius of the sphere is 28,4 m and the height of the cy
linder is 59.3 m out of a total of 63.9 m. The wall thickness 
is 1.10 m with the exception of a heavier section just below 
the cap and the polar crane console shown in fig. 1. 

The material model chosen for this study is the simplest pos
sible"" Isotropic" linear material with E = 3 • 1010 N/m2 and 
v = 0.15, which are representative values for concrete in 
linear analysis of quasistatic loading. This model, which 
excludes the effects of steel parts from this comparison, 
has been used also in the dynamic part of the analysis. The 
main reason for this is that no established dynamic concrete 
properties was found in the litterature. 

ItJS-iffiBfSS-ffSS&åQiglD chosen is that of Riera [2], which has 
achieved common acceptance, as a number of applications shows, 
cf. Dietrich and Furste [3] , Yang and Godfrey [4], Dritteler 
[5] . It is most often assumed, that the load may be conside
red as a pressure distribution over a specified constant area 
with a specified time history, and this approach is used here. 
The area, the load time history and the peak load depends on 
the aircraft type and velocity considered. It is obvious that 
a linear analysis using quasistatic material constants becomes 
increasingly dubious with shorter impact time. It is therefore 
assumed that the airplane is a Boeing 720 crashing at 200 
knots giving an impact time of 0.33 sec, Riera [2]. This is 
the longest time history of those available in the open lite
rature . 

It}§-5i£iJ£iyiåi-åDåi^fi5 n a s been performed by use of three 
different"linear"finite element codes: 

- PINEL of Burmeister * Wain [6] 
- STARDYNE Of MRI [7] 
- SAP of Berkeley University [8] 

Of these STARDYNE and SAP are rather conventional finite ele
ment programs using low order interpolation functions and a 
3-dimenslonal mesh. The version of FINEL used in the present 
study has been developed specially for axisymmetric geome
tries. The mesh is 2-dimensional, only the cross section being 
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modelled, fig. 1, and variations of displacements and stresses 
with the cross section angle are expressed in terms of trun
cated Fourier series. Thus the equations are decomposed in a 
number of smaller systems each related to a certain order in 
the Fourier series. 

Representation of the structure 

Due to the differences between the FINEL code and the two 
others, two different element models have been used. These 
models, including the loading patterns, were used in both 
the static and the dynamic analysis. The loaded elements are 
hatched on figs.l and 2. 

The_FINEL_mgdel is shown in fig. 1, which is a computer plot 
of the axial section. The lowest ring element is a boundary 
element used to simulate a very stiff support. In the elements 
hermitean interpolation functions are used in the cross sec
tion plane. The displacements and their first order derivatives 
are used as node degrees of freedom, whereby stress continuity 
at the nodes is ensured. 

Tb§_§AP_and_STARDYNE_models fig. 2 use plane shell elements. 
In STARDYNÉ the triangular elements are constant stress mem
brane elements combined with the LCCT11 element, Clough 
and Felippa [9]. Four such triangles are used to form the 
square element. The SAP elements are analogues to this, the 
LCCT11 element being replaced by the LCCT9 element, [10]. 

The coarseness of the shell model is a result of the wish 
for more than one load case combined with the need for modest 
computing costs. The model is not expected to give detailed 
information of the stress distribution in the vicinity of the 
loaded area, and the SAP model may be stiffer than the STAR-
DYNE model. 

Static analysis 

A total static load of 8 '107 N was applied to the contain
ment, and figs. 3, 4 and 5 show some results from the static 
analyses. 

Fig. 3 is a computer plot of the deformed FINEL geometry. It 
is obvious, that the deformation mainly consists of a can
tilever beam mode superposed by a local deformation at the 
load. The deformations from the shell model, which represents 
the middle surface of the structure,are so close to the de
formed FINEL middel surface, that they are omitted. 

The FINEL code gives the stresses at 16 evenly distributed 
points of the cross sections of each ring element, and it iff 
therefore possible to give a very detailed picture of the 
stresses in the structure. As representative stresses the longi
tudinal and circumferential surface stresses of the cylindri
cal part of the containment were selected. 

The axial section shown is the plane of symmetry with respect 
to the load. The curves do not show the stresses at the polar 
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crane console because of the big differences in this area 
between the models adopted by the programs. 

While it would be difficult in the scale of fig. 3 to separate 
the displacements of the three models from each other, this is 
certainly possible for the stresses. All three models agree 
well at some distance from the impact area, but especially SAP 
deviates notably in this area being more stiff than the others. 
The difference between SAP and STARDYNE is caused by the dif
ferent bending elements used, this being the only difference 
between the shell models. Nevertheless the shell models are 
reasonably close on the FINEL results considering that the 
points are averages of elements in a coarse mesh. 

It is obvious from the stress distribution that the load has 
mainly local effects. The tensile stress level of 5-10 N/mm^ 
at the bottom of the cylinder is certainly high, but it can 
easily be taken care of by reinforcement and prestressing. 
This does not hold for the very high stresses at the load. 
The stre: > curves do in fact suggest the possibility that 
also a crashing airliner might lead tc a penetration mode 
failure of the containment which is the normally anticipated 
failure mode in the case of a crashing fighter, Dietrich and 
Fiirste 13]. 

The FINEL representation seems to be slightly softer than the 
shell representation. It should be so since it considers 
shear deformation, which the shell elements do not. On the 
other hand the horizontal resultant of the load acting on 
the impact area is slightly larger in FINEL than in SAP and 
STAPD'iNE. This is due to the truncation of the Fourier series 
representation in FINEL of the force, which will give small 
opposite forces in the vicinity of the impact area. Thus the 
local load is slightly more than intended for a given total 
horizontal load. It is therefore not possible to conclude how 
much the FINEL model is softer than the shell models. 

Dynamic analysis 

Alsc in the dynamic analysis the load was prescribed as a 
pressure, the time history of which has been derived under 
the assumption, that the impacted wall does not vibrate. The 
mass of the aircraft was thus, in a certain sense neglected. 

The time history of the force was applied in the form presen
ted by Yang and Godfrey 1*1 and it is shown in fig. 6. The 
peak load 8'107 N is equal to the load used in the static 
analysis. This function is a simplification of the more reali
stic, but also more complicated time history presented by 
Riera [2], for a Boeing 720 at 200 knots. The duration of the 
impact is o.33 sec which is much longer than the 0.07 sec 
stated by Dritteler, Gruner and Sutterlin, 111] for a F5 
Phantom at approximately 415 kno^.s. This difference in dura
tion was the main reason why the Boeing was chosen instead 
of the Phantom, since it was expected that the latter would 
demand a more detailed investigation due to more pronounced 
secondary dynamic effects. 
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In view of the static analysis it was considered as unneces
sary and uneconomic to use both conventional codes in the 
dynamic analysis. This was therefore performed with PINEL and 
SAP only. After some tests time steps of 0.0050 sec. for FINEL 
and 0.0025 sec. for SAP were chosen. Both programs use the 
Wilson Theta method. Bathe and Wilson [12]. 

In order to compare the results from the programs so to say 
under their own conditions it was decided to normalize the 
dynamic results from each program by relating them to the 
corresponding results from the static analysis performed with 
the same program. This also gives a direct illustration of 
the deviation from a quasistatic calculation. Fig. 7 shows 
for both programs the normalized displacement history for a 
point within the impact area, -and it appears that both curves 
follow the quasistatic response closely during most of the 
impact time. The peak of the displacement response occurs about 
0.02 sec. after the peak of the forcing function. It should 
be noted that the maximum dynamic displacement in this case 
is only 0.9 times the corresponding displacement under static 
load. 

The phase difference appearing from t'^0.3 sec. may be due 
to the greater stiffness of the SAP model. 

The displacement curves in fig. 7 look very different from 
what would be expected from an undamped single mass model. This 
is explained by fig. 8, which shows the deformed shape of the 
cylinder as computed by SAP at various time points. 

Immediately after the impact a local impression is formed. This 
impression becomes deeper until approx. t = 0.2 sec. At this 
time the deformed shape is very similar to that of the static 
case, but the displacements in the lower part of the cylinder 
are still increasing. At t = 0.3 sec. the displacement field 
is dominated by the outward motion of the console for the 
polar crane. It appears that the motion of the point conside
red in fig. 7 is influenced by at least four phenomena: 

- a cantilever beam motion of the cylinder 
- a bending wave proceeding downwards 
- a local vibration of the impression 
- the motion of the crane console 

These partly secondary effects explains why a single mass model 
behaviour of the point of fig. 7 is not obtained, and for the 
containment as a whole a single mass model dynamic calculation 
combined with a static finite element analysis would give very 
poor maximum stress results. 

Figs. 7 and 8 indicate that the maximum stress witnin the im
pact area should be expected at approx. t - 0.2 sec. This is 
confirmed by fig. 9, which shows the longitudinal stress at 
the outer surface as a function of time. The stress has been 
normalized in the same way as the displacements. The special 
conditions in the vicinity of the console due to its rather 
dominating motions are expected to b« considerably dependant on 
the location of the load relatively to the console, and further 
study of this problem seems necessary. 
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Conclusions 

Although the study presented above has by no means reached a 
final form, it seems reasonable to draw some conclusions of 
the work done while bearing in mind that it is based on linear, 
isotropic elastic analysis of a specific structure. 

The maximum stress and displacement response of the impact 
area occurs at approximately 0.01 sec. after the maximum load. 
At this time both stress and displacement fields are very 
similar to the corresponding fields found by a static analysis. 
Furthermore the dynamic load factors for the impact zone are 
close to 1, the DLF for stress and displacement being 1.1 and 
0.9 respectively. For points outside the vicinity of the im
pact zone the DLF's should be expected to differ considerably 
from 1, and they will occur at different times for different 
points. 

The close resemblance between the dynamic and the quasistatic 
response in the impact zone suggests that more reliable and 
realistic load time histories should be considered. 

Under the assumptions mentioned above the main effects of the 
impact seem to be local. This conclusion is based on both 
the static and the dynamic analysis, although the latter shows 
some secondary effects. The question of penetration contra 
general collapse seems to a certain extent to depend on these 
secondary effects e.g. bending waves and separate oscillation 
of the console. The present study does not indicate general 
collapse from elastic stresses alone. 

The present results points more towards a closer examination 
of material behaviour at large strain rates than to a more 
refined conventional dynamic analysis. This is in agreement 
with a tendency in the litterature. 

A general evaluation of the three finite element codes used 
here is not possible on basis of this study. The two conven
tional codes have done remarkably well considering that the 
Fourier expansion technique adopted in the present version of 
FINEL is ideally suited for the problem in the form treated 
here. It seems, however, that none of the codes in their pre
sent form are suited for the more detailed analysis suggested 
above. When using a shell model the limited ability of SAP 
to model large .noment gradients should be kept in mind. 
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Fig. Is The FINEL model. FINEL computer plot. Hatching shows 
the impact area. 
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Pig. 2: The shall modal. STARDYNE computer plot. Hatching shows 
the impact area. 



Fig. 3: Deformation due to static load. Actual displacement 
= 3.00 «- shown displacement. FINEL computer plot. 
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Fig. 4: Axial section through the midpoint of the impact area. 

a_ - longitudinal surface stress at outer surface. 

oz~ = longitudinal surface stress at inner surface. 

- FINEL, O STARDYNE, X SAP 
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Fig. 5: Axial section through the midpoint of the impact ares. 

a • hoop surface stress at outer surface. 

o = hoop surface streus at inner surface. 

- FINEL, O STARDYNE, X SAP 
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Fig. 6: Force time history for a Boeing 720 crashing at 200 
knots, Yang and Godfrey [4J. 
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Fig. 7: Normalized displacement response of a point In the 
impact area. 

u 1 dyn displacement normal to the surface, 
dynamic analysis. 

1 stat, max. - corresponding static displacement for 
maximum load. 

- FINEL, SAP 
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Fig. 8: Deformed shapes of the cylinder at various times. 
SAP results. 
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Fig. 9: Normalized stress response of a point in the impact 
area. 

= longitudinal stress at outer surface, 
dynamic analysis. 

o +stat, max = corresponding static stress for maxi-
z mum load. 

- FINEL, SAP 


